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Winning topics
A. Semiclassical origins of density functional
approximations
B. Strong correlation in DFT
C. Using machine learning to find functionals
D. Transport through molecules
E. Density-corrected DFT (coming up)
F. Warm dense matter
G. Time-dependent density functional theory
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A. Semiclassical analysis
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Semiclassical analysis and density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis and DFT
Consider scaling to continuum limit:
v ⇣ (r) = ⇣ 1+1/d v (⇣ 1/d r) ,

N ! ⇣N.

where d is spatial dimension.
Lieb and Simon (1973) proved that Thomas-Fermi theory is
relatively exact as ⇣ ! 1, i.e.,
E TF E0
!0
E0
Equivalent to changing Z = N for neutral atoms.
Schwinger and Englert showed LDA exchange is relatively
exact for atoms as Z ! 1
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closin

Conjecture on KS-DFT Exc

Conjecture for Exc

Almost certain that
LDA is relatively exact in the ⇣ ! 1 limit
Exc

lim

⇣!1

LDA
LDA
Exc
Exc
Exc
=
=0
EXC
EXC

Kieron’s instinct:
Success of simple local-type approximations is because they
are crude attempts to capture leading corrections to
asymptotic limit (LDA)
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Leading
corrections
to
local
approximations
Leading corrections to LDA

LDA in an
Can we define and find leading corrections to EXC
expansion of the electronic energy as a function of particle
number?

Recent research has shown that at least for simple cases the
answer is yes, but as explicit functionals of the potential, not
density
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: S

Toy model: SNIFs

SNIFs

Same-spin NonInteracting Fermions
no internal interactions
Pauli Principle: Occupy lowest N levels
Also limit to
one dimension
Dirichlet boundary conditions (box)
Arbitrary (but smooth) potential v (x)
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Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Semiclassical analysis of SNIFS

Semiclassical analysis of SNIFs

WKB theory for bound states
WKB
(x)
j

A
=p
sin✓j (x)
kj (x)

q
kj (x) = 2(Ej V (x))
Z x
✓j (x) =
kj (x 0 )dx 0
⇥j (Ej ) =
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Z

0

L

0

kj (x 0 )dx 0 = j⇡

Semiclassics of sums over levels
nsc (x) = nTF (x) + nosc (x)

kF (x)
sin 2✓F (x)
n (x) =
,N !
⇡
2kF (x)⌧F (x) sin[↵F (x)]
p
kF (x) = EF V (x)
✓
◆
Z L
1
⇥F (EF ) =
kF (x 0 )dx 0 = N +
⇡
2
0
Z x
dx 0
tF (x) =
0
0 kF (x )
sc
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Properties
of semiclassical
Propertties
ofdensity
semiclassical

densities

n

semi

kF (x)
(x) =
⇡

Exact for v = 0, flat box.

sin 2✓F (x)
⇣
⌘ ,
F (x)
2⌧F (L) kF (x) sin ⇡⌧
⌧F (L)

✓F (L) = 0 required to make n(L) vanish, but does not imply
normalization.
Highly non-local functional via EF , and integrals of local
functionals ✓F (x) and ⌧F (x).
TF theory retains only first term, EF di↵erent.
Only valid for EF > vmax , but works even if low-lying orbitals
have turning points.
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Outline

Density functional theory

Bumpy box

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Bumpy box

Choose double bump: v (x) =

80 sin2 (2⇡x/L) .

Orbital energies: 46, 42, 10, 37, so almost degenerate first
and second levels.
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Clos

Density in bumpy box

Density in bumpy box

Test quality of n(x) by inserting into T loc [n] and find:
Self-consistent TF (local approx) yields 115.
Exact answer is 153.0.
Jan'7,'2013'
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Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Semiclassical density in bumpy box

Semiclassical density In box

Norm error < 0.2%.
Test quality of n(x) by inserting into T loc [n] and find:
Self-consistent TF (local approx) yields 115.
Semiclassical approximation yields 151.4.
Exact answer is 153.0.
16 / 19
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Latest preliminary results

AMla'Cangi'
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ExchangeR.holes
in Ne
O. Jones and O. Gunnarsson:
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change hole n„(r, r' r) [Eq. (3.10)] for a spin-up electron in a
nitrogen atom for r =0. 13 and 0.63 a.u. The top figure shows
the hole along a line through the nucleus and the electron. The

—

Density functi

LD and LSD

found from
stat
ground
15'
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=E0

signi6cantly

GGA X hole
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 9, 1 September 1998

Ernzerhof'and'Perdew'

FIG. 3. Energy-weighted angle- and system-averaged exchange holes for
the N atom in the core-dominated regime u,0.5 bohr. The solid line represents the exact result, the long dashes show LSD, and the short dashed line
is the GGA curve.
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models for the exchange hole respect the nonpositivity condition on the exchange hole, i.e., r x (r,u)<0 for all u.
So far, we have only considered the spin-unpolarized

FIG. 4. Energy-weighted a
the N atom in the core–va
bohr. The solid line represe
and the short dashed line is
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Figure 3 also show
1s core electrons, the

Semiclassical results for 1d x hole
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X hole in 1d box
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X hole in 1d box
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X hole in 1d box

Black=exact'
Blue'='LDA'
Red'='semiclass'
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X hole in 1d box
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X hole in 1d box
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X hole in 1d box
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Papers
List of papers
(formalism)(formalism)
Semiclassical Origins of Density Functionals, Peter Elliott, Donghyung
Lee, Attila Cangi, KB, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 256406 (2008)
Leading corrections to local approximations, Attila Cangi, Donghyung
Lee, Peter Elliott, KB, Phys. Rev. B 81, 235128 (2010).
Electronic Structure via Potential Functional Approximations, Attila
Cangi, Donghyung Lee, Peter Elliott, KB, E. K. U. Gross, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 106, 236404 (2011)
Potential functionals versus density functionals, Attila Cangi, E. K. U.
Gross, KB, to appear Phys. Rev. A (2013).
————-In preparation ————————
Semiclassical density from parition function, A. Cangi and E. Sim.
Semiclassical exchange energies, A. Cangi, P. Elliott, E.K.U. Gross.
Semiclassical density for finite wells, R. Ribeiro.
Semiclassical densities in quasi-2D systems, S. Pitallis, A. Cangi
Orbital-free orbital energies, A. Cangi, E.K.U. Gross.
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

List of papers
(practical(more
DFT)
Papers

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

practical)

Relevance of the slowly varying electron gas... J. Perdew, L Constantin, E
Sagvolden, KB, Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 223002 (2006)
Restoring the Density-Gradient Expansion for Exchange in Solids and
Surfaces, J.P. Perdew et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 136406 (2008).
Non-empirical derivation of the parameter in the B88 exchange
functional, Peter Elliott, KB, Can J Chem 87, 1485-1491 (2009)
Condition on the Kohn-Sham kinetic energy and .., D Lee, L Constantin,
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Ionization potentials in the limit of large atomic number, L Constantin, J
Snyder, J Perdew, KB, J Chem Phys 133, 241103 (2010).
————-In preparation ————————
Ionization potentials and exchange energies for Bohr atoms, J. Snyder, S.
Pitallis.
Correlation energy in semiclassical limit, S. Pitallis.
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Supplementary Information for “Finding Density Functionals with Machine Learning”
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0.5809204376238206
0.5262079910925557
0.4916641780174803
0.4111312070946356
0.4613017967987272
0.5073655615301741

a3
b3
c3
7.21030205171728
0.0740833092851918
0.4120341150720884
8.80487613349391
0.0965994509648079
0.5711057094413816
1.809709070880952
0.095976684502697
0.4024220371493795
4.189229162595343
0.04518368077127609 0.5819244871260409
9.82668062409708
0.03264617089733192 0.4352642564533179
8.14461268619626
0.04848929881736392 0.5484789894348707
2.243825016881491
0.05865588304821763 0.5687481170088626
6.486450948532671
0.07293633775145438 0.5695359084287562
8.89032075863951
0.05632091198742537 0.4056148051043074
1.155756643175955
0.0910615024672208
0.5870317055827734
2.832289239384128
0.07970384658584057 0.4171275695759011
7.396341414064901
0.05945110164542845 0.4924043842188951
7.90542867326401
0.03887933278705098 0.5872227397532248
4.715521015256764
0.0803629674069167
0.5354179520994888
4.842862964307187
0.06333995603635176 0.5244121975227667
1.399253719979948
0.07540490302513119 0.4655456988965731
1.501048590877154
0.06352034496843162 0.4331821043592771
2.822503099972245
0.05222522416667061 0.4810998521431096
8.22877749776242
0.03727774324972055 0.4697350798193826
2.502191185545461
0.0856788809687475
0.5909621331611888
6.297133313147086
0.03345369328197418 0.5433070470097552
3.207122477750064
0.07371808389404321 0.4967284534354185
5.846222671659907
0.0836452454472081
0.4094720200825416
8.95059302019488
0.05703615620837187 0.4679023659842935
5.36207646433345
0.05780634160661002 0.5503173198658324
4.729884445483556
0.0929218712306724
0.5590503374710945
9.47421945496329
0.0556740133396159
0.4834045749740091
week ending
9.51608680035275
0.07785377315463609 0.5806015592262945
22 JUNE 2012
1.101098863639624
0.0882939028519791
0.5265108634130272
8.24973637849809
0.08854431361856
0.5416193648861009
8.86521100790565
0.0866581794842557
0.5311744230227635
6.670274811535954
0.0977332470946321
0.538756085129185
9.69945245311718
0.07039341131023045 0.4990744291774679
7.010226383015251
0.03535327789989237 0.4969989664577149
9.81895903799508
0.04704020956533079 0.5708692337579542
3.673880603434117
0.07158934023489803
0.5598196803643543
2
2,4
1
4.285706479098184
0.05940487550770145 0.4844513368813702
4.931948094146255
0.0969410287755626
0.4560660353529726
9.11978947943194
0.06189826031162779 0.493100819449519
5.22121823715344
0.04029431905467698 0.514129411681418
3.421695873368174
0.05166215779587051 0.4208560803818513
8.3641619521824
0.07996879390804805 0.5036755718396144
2.416276423317733
0.07373660930828208 0.5403850652535799
2.206183147865627
0.0804910989081056
0.5806221323132373
5.826144942819697
0.0910408442631135
0.4167014408128501
4.9879001955338
0.04126125322920861 0.4895167206754735
2.489565114307663
0.05568685410478115 0.5787056957942209
6.343764732282688
0.0878769436185823
0.5449452367497044
8.70600609334284
0.04088387548046445 0.5305143392409284
6.117669336479262
0.04553014156422459 0.4131324263527175
5.505849306951131
0.0971440363586883
0.45173467721102
8.6021995929235
0.0634681851083368
0.4207242810824543
3.180268423645401
0.06891913385037023 0.5758580789792047
1.054506345314588
0.0998274789144316
0.5956344420441539
9.57800470422746
0.089704223465467
0.4702887735348434
8.15403131934562
0.05611934350568269 0.4910483719005932
4.912298433960689
0.06528359492264517 0.4923580906843156
PACS numbers: 31.15.E!,
02.60.Gf, 31.15.X!,0.479824590293356
89.20.Ff
7.387561983870292
0.0977643384454912
5.810342341443878
0.03327635127803191 0.5550216356360829
8.88452823254966
0.0932985710685446
0.5046388124857028
2.189456974183496
0.098078005933584
0.5174384564079299
3.961825639220393
0.0929115322244988
0.4621043570336795
7.834870626014938
0.06446115603870624 0.5367219218216266
1.062923665624632
0.07636214080338054 0.4330291254331895
7.572783963151993
0.0936192481138518
0.4523240987335903
1.719981611302808
0.04986976063479617 0.5394709698394433
2.422694718173737
0.05651923264880363 0.4832351547748815
8.48288777357423
0.05983735955021298 0.4837560035001434
4.459069855546714
0.06892772167363432 0.5908529311844791
1.831662246071428
0.05825558914206748 0.566434199642786
6.851478307492325
0.04763840334231468 0.5010633160850224
5.360783854112533
0.0388888383066967
0.5784155467566237
4.527748284314512
0.05975894102927981 0.4670598506496871
4.581927607849956
0.0871948963692279
0.4176805754532423
5.398545541594487
0.0822574656780643
0.5258947233190487
4.34290365370739
0.07492904049493838 0.4038656375892337
1.568860626254933
0.04256882025605258 0.5491027801043556
1.947130206816878
0.06321309041201674 0.4122312147733568
5.23036608102518
0.0919529182014262
0.4465294974738288
4.42557413334857
0.0517800509473799
0.5645191809121128
7.167289037979035
0.0831206320171505
0.4221339680792799
5.118512758012828
0.06554617006512321 0.5571586558825978
7.596013793576791
0.0999924467044729
0.5115245622576321
8.43232828156106
0.06121769693920587 0.5527076848906498
8.96022693099
0.03996347733060968 0.5091073130786462
9.81884128475822
0.0434164193614162
0.546118275633825
4.794411329362948
0.04866392717198935 0.5202815575942617
4.445064096761643
0.03386907179361738 0.4659081177469465
6.920427033384797
0.03123407491202272 0.4077156601519876
1.13457393933062
0.07200760153994357 0.444672072474744
6.828948529150043
0.05943349593138421 0.5115861497137036
5.99005641944593
0.07837921322316456 0.4668236040752577
7.143110762448606
0.04682210332386052 0.509084643832387
2.722302743095399
0.083744615781603
0.5395428417251624
9.93990336225375
0.04266977230181523 0.5959901705863791
9.59671807016201
0.07198966517052108 0.4563024970288369
6.980966479991427
0.07647312161060935 0.5407763967437385
8.94919747461644
0.04263443777290076 0.5735261960865083
3.970009703387312
0.0982032349257953
0.5029128207513967
5.350822342112657
0.07659119397629786 0.4056243763991382

Machine learning

• Started with an IPAM
program
• Trying to use ML to
approximate the KS
kinetic energy
PHYSICAL
PRL 108, 253002 (2012)
functional
• Can get accurate
densities via projection
• More accurate than any
human approximation
Jan'7,'2013'

a2
b2
c2
9.01320520984288
0.092675711955144
0.5396431787675333
8.30495143619142
0.0890145060213322
0.4169122081529295
3.911674577648888
0.07551832009012722 0.5086649497775319
8.67330877015531
0.0876928787020957
0.4850650257010839
3.541514636747403
0.0983660639956121
0.4515151404198366
3.332712157375289
0.07852548530734836 0.5852941028010116
7.135152688153955
0.0956349249199585
0.4408949440211174
5.885541925485173
0.06240932269593134 0.5618611754744713
5.262683987610352
0.0972169632428748
0.4726711603381638
3.62263291813646
0.04018659271978259 0.5253173968297499
4.606936643431428
0.06326693058647106 0.5381643193286885
1.340024891088614
0.0781592051575039
0.5383353695983426
4.408481706562826
0.06298528328388489 0.4611686076617371
5.472334579600375
0.06570186368826426 0.5473728709183074
2.550224851908171
0.06424771468342688 0.5203395167113864
3.764107410086705
0.06576720199559433 0.5481686020053234
2.706093393731662
0.06561841006617781 0.4269114966922994
7.025290029097274
0.07980750197266955 0.4683927184025036
8.59166251408243
0.084738261964188
0.4564662508099403
1.726935494533148
0.03135796595505673 0.580800322296872
6.688534202733123
0.0869544063742346
0.403293222827825
5.887062834756559
0.05152399439496422 0.4321995606997443
6.945590707033352
0.07408636456892297 0.4957750456547108
1.45256356478288
0.07433692379389613 0.4233969076404344
6.086484474478635
0.07282844956128038 0.4272596897186396
7.559337237177321
0.05840909867970421 0.4990223467101435
1.885091277540955
0.06521780385848891 0.4961601035955842
7.863592227266858
0.0951797983951825
0.5196620049802691
7.988513342309234
0.0928323179868588
0.5146415116367569
9.08135225317634
0.04472856905840844 0.4299117124064201
4.416924333519995
0.04212208612720639 0.5897125000677342
2.858371131410651
0.03722557506068529 0.4216580500297413
3.815123656821275
0.04965529863397879 0.497023655525965
2.105782960173057
0.0861928382367878
0.4812528298377607
9.32386837735074
0.0858648976559044
0.5698752996855582
9.3847979419491
0.0840810063497973
0.4090254720704045
1
2,3
1.910770315838324
0.03877152903045122 0.5786659568499292
9.93467757777873
0.4280349684453508
10.0973964303071365
4.73983230004983
0.0450110225161678
0.559400017887981
2
3.987888630073714
0.03595136615254331 0.5929011044925536
8.04099037018168
0.03129262110881438 0.4686530881925831
3
7.433883810628654
0.04612202343826998 0.5269730370279639
4
8.72249431241257
0.05059967705235588 0.4421274052875277
6.796263459296078
0.04037116107097755 0.4389885737869158
6.859255296971943
0.0955962752949951
0.517620399931194
1.363177133649232
0.03197249245240319 0.5284999992906743
8.76714063033632
0.0870852412295278
0.5989638152903285
1.015171237842736
0.085826684646538
0.5470349320774566
7.238990148015965
0.05867048711393652 0.5662410781222187
9.11776045377491
0.03583354001918901 0.4669413688494417
6.743529978394792
0.0967347280360008
0.4980631985926895
3.372061685311945
0.04579335436967417 0.4845503268496217
9.81266481664175
0.0951346706530719
0.5047212015277842
1.813952930718781
0.0845523320869031
0.407247659218711
4.682408324655706
0.03641376226612134 0.4491940043173043
7.441047648005995
0.0924462539370359
0.5216671466381739
4.228694369663863
0.03993178348974601 0.4402946238148492
10.1103/PhysRevLett.108.253002
6.375772536276909 DOI:
0.0933026364108379
0.447244215655568
9.5740821641842
0.07463500644132846 0.5814481952546582
4.229974804881476
0.03532177545633547 0.5725615130215063
1.379491105318868
0.06306367927818108 0.4531443030507202
6.969363897694016
0.06669302037176108 0.517427894398595
6.942052331590217
0.07107963920756023 0.4930672781311588
5.945295724435049
0.07414379406386953 0.4548629476738681
8.03118879837252
0.0987376029412809
0.5128559599511593
1.589160147317211
0.07398588942349949 0.4644105814910987
8.85815411069566
0.0936690521145114
0.4120764594786555
6.762463110315146
0.0977990134875495
0.5880377299069773
4.776138672418544
0.03835162624659654 0.5785166211495689
5.373320800648651
0.03739924536269347 0.4468132406615605
6.09002215219153
0.05895044789139901 0.5451253692040614
3.070996567281799
0.06968276328974509 0.5702669702356848
4.091176923293506
0.03836885039652842 0.504879512949007
4.96749741331263
0.06031151123783582 0.4119028637456998
2.377028497509498
0.0963110933106458
0.4746736556808109
2.366656226877287
0.05059199769749539 0.4731074949729489
4.530310672134927
0.06652912486134806 0.5946245231853162
2.155276187476066
0.0489411436180854
0.5694756278652033
9.92433910143913
0.0931392820982872
0.4104016495146404
2.270764431848441
0.0853562757122116
0.4669596920988839
2.454354187669313
0.0857681690400504
0.576877467653029
1.696376490191135
0.06783046119270637 0.5788560723486603
2.138629261588504
0.05374733302715019 0.5432443229891937
3.387516420897519
0.06654228293431248 0.4304935498494862
7.233942984150266
0.07736032999103362 0.4274316541541941
1.261670338009784
0.05392235260994765 0.4355571344074666
9.99189882836594
0.0347107535224807
0.5316587974869709
3.864226559651998
0.05464216708052787 0.5051543239785165
2.929880196570098
0.07966659968684009 0.4992263633935188
8.30700777463754
0.05249501630989304 0.5669783762910612
8.22551991773337
0.0831226693907787
0.4274987667560087
6.587571277412653
0.05694105237128053 0.5226697825342788
2.153483785757176
0.04734211110674212 0.4077222220507315
8.38162990306018
0.05791050943688269 0.5794395625497382
8.19172407354263
0.06806778195768599 0.5479374417815378
7.436994191324823
0.07641699196144898 0.4316282085515486
9.19533615142581
0.0944216012526871
0.5792638413577232
7.568725646832963
0.0806902033322297
0.4952042950743076
8.22480560472966
0.0536024772561282
0.4745303011865644
3.724036679477685
0.07622772645899346 0.4368882837991222
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Machine learning is used to approximate density functionals. For the model problem of the kinetic
energy of noninteracting fermions in 1D, mean absolute errors below 1 kcal=mol on test densities similar
to the training set are reached with fewer than 100 training densities. A predictor identifies if a test density
is within the interpolation region. Via principal component analysis, a projected functional derivative finds
highly accurate self-consistent densities. The challenges for application of our method to real electronic
structure problems are discussed.
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inputs. In contrast, human-designed empirical approximaEach year, more than 10 000 papers report solutions to
tions employ standard forms derived from general prinelectronic structure problems using the Kohn-Sham (KS)
TABLE I. Parameters and errors (mean absolute, standard
ciples, fitting the parameters to training sets. These
density functional theory (DFT) [1,2]. All approximate the
explore only an infinitesimal fraction of all possible funcexchange-correlation (XC) energy as a functional of the
deviation, and max absolute in kcal=mol) as a function of electron
tionals and use relatively few data points.
electronic spin densities. The quality of the results crunumber N and number of training densities M. Brackets represent
DFT is useful for electronic structure because the undercially depends on these density functional approximations.
lying many-body Hamiltonian is simple, while an accurate
For
example,
the
present
approximations
often
fail
for
errors on self-consistent densities with m ¼ 30 and ‘ ¼ 5. The #strongly
j
solution of the Schrödinger equation is very demanding. All
correlated systems, rendering the methodology
electrons Coulomb repel one another and have spin 1=2,
are on the order of 106 and both positive and negative [18]. useless for some of the most interesting problems.
which makes the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [1] possible.
Thus, there is a never-ending search for improved XC
But real electronic structure problems are further limited to
approximations.
The
original
local
density
approximation
$
j!Tj
j!Tjstd
j!Tjmax
N
M % ' 1014
only those one-body potentials due to Coulomb attraction to
(LDA) of Kohn and Sham [2] is uniquely defined by the
the nuclei. ML is a natural tool for taking maximum advanproperties of the uniform gas and has been argued to be a
1
40
57 600
238
3.3
3.0
23 universal limit of all systems [3]. But the refinements tage of this simplicity. For ML to be useful, a pattern must
but one that evades human intuition. Furthermore, most
that have proven useful in chemistry [4] and materials
1
60
10 000
95
1.2
1.2
10 [5] are not, and they differ both in their derivations and exist,
present approximations begin from LDA [2] and fail misera1
80
4489
48
0.43
0.54
7.1 details. Traditionally, physicists favor a nonempirical bly when LDA is a poor starting point. A ML-produced
functional suffers no such bias, and so it should be most
approach, deriving approximations from quantum
1
100
12
43 0.15[3.0] 0.24[5.3] 3.2[46]
useful where present approximations fail if it has good
mechanics and avoiding fitting to specific finite systems
examples to train on.
Such nonempirical functionals can be considered
1
150
6.3
33
0.06
0.10
1.3 [6].
Here, we adapt ML to a prototype density functional
controlled extrapolations that work well across a broad
1
200
3.2
28
0.03
0.05
0.65range of systems and properties, bridging the divide be- problem: noninteracting spinless fermions confined to a
1D box, subject to a smooth potential. We define the key
tween molecules and solids. Chemists typically use a few
2
100
1.7
52 0.13[1.4] 0.20[3.0] 1.8[37]
technical
concepts
are ,needed
to apply ML to DFT
[7,8] or several
[9] parameters
the
FIG. dozen
3 (color
online).to improve
Functional
derivative
ofthatT ML
evaluated
problems. The accuracy we achieve in approximating the
accuracy
TABLE
III. All 4.0
the necessary
information
to construct
our on a limited class of molecules. Empirical func3
100
74 0.12[0.9]
0.18[1.5]
1.8[14]
on
the
density
of
Fig.
2.
kinetic energy (KE) of this system is far beyond the capationals are limited interpolations that are more accurate
MLA, trained from 100 densities with N = 1 on a grid
4
100
2.0 = 1273
0.08[0.6] 0.14[0.8]
2.3[6]for theofmolecular systems they are fitted to, but often fail bilities of any present approximations, and it is even suffi500 points, with
⇥ 1014 and
= 43. For purposes
a
cient to produce highly accurate self-consistent densities.
for
solids.
Passionate
debates
are
fueled
by
this
cultural
of1–4
saving
space, 3.2
we do not
may be
400
47 list these
0.12 densities.
0.20 They 3.6
Our ML approximation (MLA) achieves chemical accuracy
divide [10].
reconstructed from these potentials via Numerov’s method.
using many more inputs,
but requires far less insight into the
Machine learning (ML) is a powerful tool for finding
j
j
a
underlying physics.
patterns
in
high-dimensional
data.
ML
employs
algorithms
Training set includes
1; . . . ; 100,
N ¼ 1; . . . ; 4. by which the
PREPRINT
fromnBurke
Group
archives
2 computer learns from empirical data via
j;N , for j ¼
We illustrate the accuracy of our MLA jwith Fig. 1, in
which the functional was constructed from 100 densities on
induction, and it has been very successful in many applicaa dense grid. This success opens up a new approach to
tions [11–13]. In ML, intuition is used to choose the basic
functional approximation, entirely distinct from previous
mechanism and representation of the data, but not directly
approaches: our MLA contains "105 empirical numbers
applied to the details of the model. Mean errors can be
systematically decreased with an increasing number of
and satisfies none of the standard exact conditions.

Benasque'IV' in decreasing order. The x with larger % are directions

achieved ‘‘chemical accuracy,’’ i.e., a MAE below
1 kcal=mol. At M ¼ 200, no error is above 1 kcal=mol.

with substantial variation in the data set. Those with %
below a cutoff are irrelevant [18]. In these extraneous
dimensions, there is too little variation within the data
set, producing noise in the model functional derivative.
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• Much interest in
performing DFT
calculations at high
pressure and
temperature
• Do we need thermal
corrections to XC?
• What are the rules?
• Book chapter !
on our website.
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Density-functional theory (DFT) for electrons at finite temperature is increasingly important in
condensed matter and chemistry. The exact conditions that have proven crucial in constraining and
constructing accurate approximations for ground-state DFT are generalized to finite temperature, including the adiabatic connection formula. We discuss consequences for functional construction.
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version of spin DFT. Hence, a finite-temperature version
Because of the small mass ratio between electrons and
of spin DFT involving only spin-up and spin-down dennuclei, standard electronic structure calculations treat the
sities and thus only spin-flip excitations is bound to fail in
former as being in their ground state, but routinely account
predicting, e.g., the critical temperature [4].
for the finite temperature of the latter, as in ab initio
The most fundamental steps toward both understanding
molecular dynamics [1]. But as electronic structure metha functional and creating accurate approximations are deods are applied in ever more esoteric areas, the need to
riving its inequalities from the variational definition of the
account for the finite temperature of electrons increases.
functional. These yield both the signs of energy contribuPhenomena where such effects play a role include rapid
tions and, via uniform scaling of the spatial coordinates,
heating of solids via strong laser fields [2], dynamo effects
basic equalities and inequalities that nonempirical funcin giant planets [3], magnetic [4,5] and superconducting
tionals should satisfy by construction. The adiabatic conphase transitions [6,7], shock waves [8,9], warm dense
nection formula [18] is intimately related. Here, we
matter [10], and hot plasmas [11–13].
(i) establish components of the fundamental functional
Within density-functional theory (DFT), the natural
needed for treating finite temperature, (ii) prove the most
framework for treating such effects was created by
basic properties (signs of the energy contributions),
Mermin [14,15]. The application of that work to the
(iii) show that the temperature must be scaled simultaKohn-Sham (KS) scheme at finite temperature also yields
neously with the spatial coordinate, (iv) derive the inequala natural approximation: treat KS electrons at finite temities under such scaling, and (v) give the adiabatic
perature but use ground-state exchange-correlation (XC)
connection formula for finite temperature. These results
functionals. This works well in recent calculations [8,10],
establish the basic rules for all finite-temperature KS
where inclusion of such effects is crucial for accurate
treatments.
prediction. This assumes that finite-temperature effects
Central to the thermodynamic description of manyon exchange correlation are negligible relative to the KS
electron systems is the grand-canonical potential, defined
contributions, which may not always be true.
as the statistical average of the grand-canonical operator
The uniform electron gas at finite temperature (also
called the one-component plasma) has been well studied,
^ ¼ H^ ! !S^ ! "N;
^
!
(1)
and has in the past provided the natural starting point for
DFT studies of such finite-temperature XC effects, such as
^ N,
^ S,
^ !, and " are the Hamiltonian, entropy, and
where H,
input into the local density approximation (LDA) at finite
particle-number operators, temperature, and chemical potemperature [16]. However, the LDA is too inaccurate for
^ where T^
tential, respectively. In detail, H^ ¼ T^ þ V^ ee þ V,
most modern applications of DFT, and almost all recent
Aurora Pribram-Jones, Stefano Pittalis,and
E.K.U.
andenergy
Kieron
the kinetic
andBurke
the Coulomb electronV^ ee areGross,
calculations use a generalized gradient approximation
electron interaction operators, and V^ represents an external
(GGA) or hybrid with exchange [17]. The errors of LDA
scalar potential vðrÞ. The entropy operator is given by
would typically be enormous relative to the temperature
^ where k is the Boltzmann constant and "^ ¼
S^ ¼ !k ln",
corrections we seek, especially for correlation, and so could
P
N;i wN;i j#N;i ih#N;i j is a statistical operator, with j#N;i i
lead to quite misleading results. Accurate calculation of
and wN;i being orthonormal N-particle states and statistical
finite-temperature contributions requires accurate approxiweights, respectively, with
mate functionals. Magnetic phase transitions bear an addiP the latter satisfying the
(normalization)
condition N;i wN;i ¼ 1. The statistical avtional difficulty: The low-lying excitations are collective,
i.e., magnons whose description requires a noncollinear
erage of an operator A^ is obtained as
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Abstract This chapter introduces thermal density functional theory, starting from
the ground-state theory and assuming a background in quantum mechanics and sta-

TABLE III. BH6 hydrogen transfer reaction barrier height mean absolute
errors !kcal/mol". “SCF” denotes self-consistent calculations. “Post-X PBE”
denotes non-self-consistent PBE calculations using orbitals from a selfconsistent calculation with method X.

PBE
PBEh
LC-!PBE
PBE-HandH
PBE-75a
HF

SCF

Post-X PBE

9.6
4.9
1.5
1.3
2.7
12.1

9.6
9.2
8.7
8.2
6.7
3.4

a

PBE global hybrid, 75% HF exchange.

semilocal DFT functionals appear to reduce the undesirable
effects of 1e-SIE on reaction barriers while largely maintaining its desirable simulation of the nondynamical correlation
effects essential to thermochemistry.
The effects in Table I are not restricted to post-HF calculations but occur to some extent for hybrid DFT orbitals
and densities. Table III presents mean absolute errors in the
small, representative BH6 set of hydrogen transfer reaction
barrier heights.40 For each method X = PBE, PBE-HandH,
LC-!PBE, PBE-75, and HF; the table presents results of
self-consistent calculations and of non-self-consistent
“post-X” PBE using orbitals and densities from method X.
All of the functionals yield orbitals and densities that improve PBE hydrogen transfer barriers. This is a notable contrast to the self-consistent calculations, where removing too
much 1e-SIE !and its associated simulation of nondynamical
correlation17–19" degrades the results.
The accurate post-HF reaction barriers appear to result
from an improved cancellation of 1e-SIE between reactants
and transition states. To illustrate, Fig. 1 presents an energy
level diagram of the H2 + H → H + H2 reaction. The figure
compares self-consistent and post-HF PBE to high-level
ab initio calculations.48 For self-consistent PBE !red", the
reactant energies are significantly above the high-level results !black", while the transition state energy is below the
high-level result and far too low relative to the reactants.
This error is due in part to the spurious Coulomb selfrepulsion present in PBE, a repulsion that is smaller in the
relatively delocalized transition state. Non-self-consistent
PBE calculations with HF orbitals !blue" apparently have a

more localized transition state with significantly increased
Coulomb self-repulsion.49 This extra self-repulsion improves
the cancellation of 1e-SIE between transition state and reactants. The resulting post-HF reaction barrier is significantly
closer to the high-level calculation, even though the post-HF
total energies are still rather inaccurate.
An important caveat to these results is that HF electronic
structures tend to be too localized, yielding overestimated
reaction barrier heights.4,5 The accurate post-HF results
shown here thus enjoy a degree of error compensation. This
may explain the relatively poor post-HF barriers obtained for
PBE-HandH and LC-!PBE, which already include substantial HF exchange. It may also explain the overcorrected
HCTH407 reaction barriers. HCTH407 is parametrized to a
data set including accurate 1e-SIE-free XC potentials of atoms and small molecules and thus presumably incorporates
32,33
4646
Phys.
Chem.
A,
some sort of effective 1e-SIC.
InJ.this
context,
we note
that Baerends and co-workers found that semilocal DFT calculations using accurate ab initio electronic structures sig50
nificantly underestimate hydrogen transfer and nucleophilic
substitution51 reaction barriers, with results comparable to
self-consistent semilocal DFT. Despite this, the post-X results of Table III indicate that a more general principle is at
work.
The results in Table I should provide a caution to the
common practice of benchmarking density functionals using
non-self-consistent calculations. Reaction barrier heights can
apparently be strongly orbital dependent, such that non-selfconsistent calculations may give an incorrect picture of a
functional’s performance.

‘True’ self-interaction error
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physical systems. Identifying and understanding
the basic errors offer a much needed path for the
development of functionals, as well as a useful
insight into potential pitfalls for practical
applications.
DISCUSSION
What are some of theIV.major
failures in DFT
calculations? First, they underestimate
barriers
In this work, wethe
suggest
that localizing semilocal DFT
structures can compensate for some undesirable
of chemical reactions, theelectronic
band gaps
of materials,
1. show
Histograms
of the ClsO distance and the ClsOsH angle for the Cl- · · · HȮ complex in a six-water cluster obtained from simulations
effects of self-interaction Figure
error. We
that non-selfwithout
with (right)
the self interaction correction.
consistent
semilocal DFT
calculations
using and
HF orbitals
drathe energies of dissociating
molecular
ions,
and(left)
Cohen, Paula Mori-Sánchez, Weitao Yang*
matically improve many reaction barriers without degrading
charge transfer excitation energies.
They
over- are in many respects
thermochemistry.
Thesealso
improvements
a consequence of error compensation. Semilocal DFT calcuestimate the binding energies
of charge transfer
functional theory of electronic structure is widely and successfully applied in simulations
lations of reaction barrier heights always rely on a cancellation between
1e-SIE of field
reactantsin
versus transition states.
complexes and the response
to antheelectric
out engineering and sciences. However, for many predicted properties, there are spectacular
HF orbitals and densities appear to increase the selfmolecules and materials. Surprisingly,
of these
Coulomb repulsion inall
semilocal
DFT transition states, imthat can be traced to the delocalization error and static correlation error of commonly used
proving this cancellation of 1e-SIE. !It is interesting to note
root—the
delocalmations. These errors can be characterized and understood through the perspective of fractional diverse issues share the same
in this context
that the exact
energy can in principle be obtained
directly from thedue
HF density
matrix. "
ization error of approximate
functionals,
to the
and fractional spins introduced recently. Reducing these errors will open new frontiers for
Of course, we do not advocate post-HF methods for prodominating Coulomb term
thatcalculations.
pushesRather,
electrons
duction
we suggest that these results
ons of density functional theory.
insight into “working around” the 1e-SIE intrinsic to
apart. This error can be provide
understood
from a Explicit
per- constraints counterFigure 3. Hemibonded (ClOH)- (left) and H-bonded OHCl- (right)
semilocal
density functionals.
configurations of the complex between Cl- and OH radical in bulk
acting self-Coulomb-induced
delocalization
may provide im- (ClOH)- · (H2O)6 (left) and H-bonded
charges Figure
(7,
9).2.needHemibonded
A possible path forward is to have a deeper spective that invokes fractional
actions between electrons determine the
proved 1e-SIE cancellation OHCl
without- the
to
evaluate
HF
aqueous solution from simulations without and with the SIC, respec· (H O)6 (right) cluster geometries observed in simulations
FIG. 1. !Color online" Energy level diagram for the H + H → H + H reacWhile such fail
error compensations
must be treated
Furthermore, typical DFTexchange.
calculations
to de-and2 with
used
ture and properties of matter from mol- look at the errors embedded in currently
tively. Only the WFCs within 4 Å of the chlorine are shown. The
tion. PBE !red",
post-HF PBE, and high-level !HL" ab initio calculations.
without
the SIC, respectively. Water oxygens are depicted in
with care, they are essential in applications where high-level,
Classical reaction barriers !kcal/mol" are given in the labels; other details are
coloring scheme is as in Figure 2.
blue,
OH oxygen
in red, hydrogens in white, and chlorine in yellow,
such
pa- scribe degenerate or near-degenerate
es to solids. To describe interacting elec- functionals to determine the origin of
1e-SIE-free methodsstates,
are computationally
intractable.
in thetheir
text.
and the gray spheres represents the WFCs (see text).
as
arise
in
transition
metal
systems,
the
breaking
of
work
he extremely simple three-dimensional thologies at the most basic level. Recent
Downloaded 09 Jul 2008 to 128.42.31.100. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
the SIC, the average distances between the shared WFC and
density can be used as the basic variable has traced many of the errors in calculations to chemical bonds, and strongly correlated materials.
the chlorine atom or hydroxyl radical oxygen are about 1 Å.
to be a three-electron bond (hemibond) between the partially
density functional theory (DFT) (1, 2), violations of conditions of the exact functional All of these problems are merely manifestations
To further characterize the nature of the two observed
occupied oxygen orbital and one lone pair of the chloride ion.
complexes, in Figure 4, we present a Mulliken analysis of the
In the SIE-corrected DFT simulations, the complex was found,
g the need in many cases for the massive- (7, 8). These violations present themselves in of another common error—the static correlation
six-water cluster DFT and SIC-DFT simulations to understand
for the most part, to be in a linear OHCl- configuration and,
extremely simple model atoms, which can be error of approximate functionals. This problem
lex many-dimensional wave function.
how the charge and spin are partitioned in the two cases. In the
therefore, to be H-bonded.
elecn noted in his Nobel lecture that DFT used for diagnosis, and more importantly, in arises because of the difficulty in using the In
covalently bonded structure, the excess negative charge is
Figure 1, the histograms of the ClsO distance and the
roughly equally split between the Cl and the O atoms, and the
ClsOsH
angle
are
shown
for
the
cluster
simulations
without
en most useful for systems of very many many interesting and complex chemical and tron density to describe the interaction of degendensity of spin is concomitantly smeared among the two species,
(left) and with (right) the SIC. In the case when the SIC is not
s where wave function methods encounter
in accordance with what could be expected of a hemibonded
included, the ClsOsH angle ranges around 80°, and the
stopped by the exponential wall” (3). The
histogramSpurious
of the fractional
ClsO distance
has
a
peak
around
2.5
Å.
When
charge on dissociated atoms: Pervasive and resilient interaction. In the SIC-DFT results, where the complex is
+
error
of common
functionalsangle peaks
H-bonded, the excess charge is mostly centered on the chlorine,
included, the
histogram
ofdensity
the ClsOsH
A
H2 binding curve
B
H atom with fractional charge the SIC isself-interaction
of DFT is that its formalism is exact yet
whereas the spin is concentrated on the oxygen, as expected.
around 7°, and the ClsO most probable distance lies around
t, with one determinant describing the
Kinetic Stability of the Cl- · · · HȮ Complex. To illustrate
3
Å.
30
density—all of the complexity is hidden
the degree to which the OH and Cl- were complexed throughout
In Figure 2, snapshots of the six-water cluster obtained by
the simulations, we show plots in Figure 5 of the time evolution
DFT simulations without and with the SIC are shown. In Figure
erm, the exchange-correlation functional.
of various internal degrees of freedom of the complex, specif3, analogous snapshots are shown for the bulk simulations.
m holds the key to the success or failure
0
ically, the ClsO, OsH, and ClsH distances and the ClsOsH
In the snapshots, the atoms are shown together with the
Exchange arises from antisymmetry due
angle.
centers of their maximally localized Wannier functions.29 The
The results for the DFT and SIC-DFT simulations of the
maximally localized Wannier functions are analogous to localauli exclusion principle, and correlation
Delocalization
-30
complexes in the six-water clusters, displayed in the top panels
ized
molecular
orbitals
obtained
by
transformation
of
the
original
error
s for the remaining complicated manyof Figure 5, show that the complex is fairly stable in a cluster
delocalized Kohn-Sham orbitals. The centers represent the
fects that need many determinants to be
environment, at least on the 20-/15-ps time scale. The complex
positions of the maximum probability of finding an electron.30
is also stable in the standard (no SIC) DFT bulk simulation,
The Wannier function centers (WFCs) are thus useful for
scribed. However, the form of exchange-60
shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 5. In the SIE-corrected
monitoring
the
positions
where
the
excess
negative
charge
is
on in terms of the density remains un0.0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1.0
1
3
5
7
9
bulk simulation of ClOH-, shown in the bottom right panel of
likely to be found. In the case of the standard (no SIC) DFT
and it is necessary to use approximations,
–
Figure
5, the complex is more labile, appearing to break and
results,
shown
in
the
left
panels
of
Figures
2
and
3,
the
position
R (Angstrom)
Fractional charge (e )
reform on the time scale of picoseconds.
of maximum probability for the extra electron appears to be
n many cases DFTcontains semi-empirical
To elucidate the solvation in the latter case, we show plots
between the chlorine atom and the hydroxyl oxygen, in line
ers. The great success of DFT is that sim%
in Figure 6 of the radial distribution functions of the water
with what could be expected for a hemibond-like interaction.
C
H2 binding curve
D
H atom with fractional spins In the SIE-corrected simulations, the negative charge appears
oximations perform remarkably well for
oxygens and the water hydrogens about Cl- (left) and the
!
!
radii of the solvation shell of water oxygens and hydrogens
to be localized on the chlorine
atom. In the simulations without
ange of problems in chemistry and phys), particularly for prediction of the struc200
thermodynamic properties ofJan'7,'2013'
molecules
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error
100
pite the widespread popularity and success
its application can still suffer from large
e errors that cause qualitative failures in
0
HF
d properties. These failures are not breakB3LYP
of the theory itself but are only due to
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Semilocal density functional approximations for the exchange-correlation energy can improperly
dissociate a neutral molecule XY !Y " X" to fractionally charged fragments X+q ¯ Y −q with an energy
significantly lower than X0 ¯ Y 0. For example, NaCl can dissociate to Na+0.4 ¯ Cl−0.4. Generally, q
is positive when the lowest-unoccupied orbital energy of atom Y 0 lies below the highest-occupied
orbital energy of atom X0. The first 24 open sp-shell atoms of the Periodic Table can form 276
distinct unlike pairs XY, and in the local spin density approximation 174 of these display
fractional-charge dissociation. Finding these lowest-energy solutions with standard quantum
chemistry codes, however, requires special care. Self-interaction-corrected !SIC" semilocal
approximations are exact for one-electron systems and also reduce the spurious fractional charge q.
The original SIC of Perdew and Zunger typically reduces q to 0. A scaled-down SIC with better
equilibrium properties sometimes fails to reduce q all the way to 0. The desideratum of
“many-electron self-interaction freedom” is introduced as a generalization of the one-electron
concept. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2387954$

I. INTRODUCTION

The Kohn-Sham density functional theory1,2 reduces the
many-electron ground-state problem to a tractable selfconsistent one-electron form. The many-electron exchangecorrelation energy
Exc#n↑,n↓$ =

dr

g!#n↑,n↓$;r"

!1"

is often approximated by semilocal density functionals, in
which the energy density g at position r depends upon the
electron spin densities n↑!r " and n↓!r " !and perhaps on the
occupied orbitals" only in an infinitesimal neighborhood of r.
A ladder of nonempirical semilocal approximations shows
increasing usefulness for chemistry. For example,3 the mean
absolute total error of 223 molecular atomization energies is
121.8 kcal/ mol in the local spin density approximation
!LSDA",1,4,5 22.2 kcal/ mol in the generalized gradient approximation !GGA" of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
!PBE",6 and 5.8 kcal/ mol in the meta-GGA of Tao, Perdew,
Staroverov, and Scuseria !TPSS".7 For comparison, the mean
atomization energy is 1180 kcal/ mol, so the relative errors
are very small. These approximations also predict satisfactory equilibrium geometries and vibration frequencies for
most molecules,3 satisfactory dipole moments at equilia"

Electronic mail: csonkagi@gmail.com

0021-9606/2006/125$19!/194112/8/$23.00

brium,8 and satisfactory binding energy curves for many
molecules X2.9
The atomization energies above are computed with respect to separated neutral atoms. It is not widely realized that
some binding energy curves or energy surfaces can show
much bigger errors, because the semilocal approximations
can dissociate a neutral molecule XY !Y " X", to fragments
X+q ¯ Y −q with spurious fractional charge q ! 0, and with an
energy below that of X0 ¯ Y 0. For example, in LSDA NaCl
can dissociate to Na+0.4 ¯ Cl−0.4 with an energy lowering of
about 25 kcal/ mol relative to Na0 ¯ Cl0. A similar effect will
occur in a polyatomic molecule built in part from atoms X
and Y.
This effect was predicted long ago for the X" method by
Slater10 and for the LSDA by Perdew et al.11 and others.12–14
Since the total energy of X+q! ¯ Y −q! in the dissociation limit
is just the sum of the energies of the atomic fragments X+q!
and Y −q!, the energy-minimizing q can be found from purely
atomic calculations. The earlier numerical work was done
with the atomic programs of that time, in which the densities
of p and d orbitals were replaced by their spherical averages
and fractional occupation numbers were allowed. In these
calculations, the noninteracting kinetic energy and density of
each atom are written as &i f i'#i(−#2 / 2(#i) and &i f i(#i!r"(2,
respectively, where 0 $ f i $ 1 is the occupation of the localized atomic Kohn-Sham orbital #i. For each considered set
of occupation numbers, self-consistent calculations are made
for each atom, and the set that minimizes the sum of the two

125, 194112-1
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DMRG
• Extremely'eﬃcient'exact'solver'for'1d'
problems'
• Tradieonally'applied'to'model'Hamiltonians,'
e.g.,'2000'site'Hubbard'chain'
• Works'well'when'correlaeon'is'so'strong'that'
nothing'stareng'from'HF'can'work.'
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Basic ingredients
Ideas for correcting these issues,
but how to test them?
S-DFA
HSE DMFT+DFT
GGA+U
To check if they work, and for the right
reasons, must give something up:

Using'an'exact'
numerical'
solver'for'1d'
systems'(known'
as'DMRG),'we'
can'learn'more'
about'density'
funceonal'
theory'(DFT)'
and'ﬁnd'ways'to'
make'it'beAer''
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Continuum
• Long-range interactions
• Three Dimensions
•
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From Miles
Method 2: (this talk)
Discretize real space
Z
2
1
@
T =
c† (x) 2 c(x)
2 x
@x
'

1 X †
(cj cj+1
2
2a j

a

2nj + c†j+1 cj )

“Grid sites” instead of lattice sites
Dolfi, Bauer, et al., PRL 109 020604 (2012)
Stoudenmire, Wagner, White, Burke, PRL 109 056402 (2012)
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Three levels of activity
Three levels of application to DFT:
Level I: compare exact results to
DFT approximations
Level II: study the exact
Kohn-Sham system
Level III: self-consistent KS
calculation with the
exact functional
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Example of long chains

Three levels of application to DFT:
Level I: compare exact results to
DFT approximations
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Level II: study the exact
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calculation with the
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Spontaneous dimerization

Unrestricted LSDA

PRL 109, 056402 (2012)
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Exact (DMRG)

0.2

systems and, in the future, explore dynamical and finitetemperature effects.
To demonstrate the power of our approach, we display in
0.1
Fig. 1 the exact ground state density of a chain of one
hundred artificial atoms with long-range interactions,
0
which took a few
days of computer
time on20a single work-20
-10
0
10
station. Representing the ground state accurately required
Up Spin Density
Down Spin Density
Total Density
keeping about m ¼ 200 states. The relative energy error in
the many-body solution from DMRG is of the order of
FIG. 2 (color online).10"6Spontaneous
offinite
the density
. The relative dimerization
errors due to the
grid spacing and
for a chain of 10 softfinite
hydrogen
atoms
with
interatomic
spacing
number of exponentials NMPO used
to fit vee are
"4 The upper panel
b ¼ 4 (dashed lineslarger,
are a ofguide
to the
eye).
the order
of 10
, but are well understood and
easily
reduced by
if necessary.
Alsothe
shown
in Fig.
compares the densities
predicted
DFT within
LSDA;
the1 are DFT
within
the restricted
and
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lower panel shows thecalculations
spin densities
forboth
unrestricted
LSDA.
Also
yapproaches make
LSDA
[17].
For
this
system,
both
DFT
shown is the expectation value of the kinetic energy hcj cjþ1 þ
substantial errors. In terms of lattice models, one would
modelthis
with
U=t ¼
4 and
cyjþ1 cj i for a Hubbard
represent
system
with
eitherthea exchange
half-filled Hubbard
the Heisenberg
model on 10Heisenberg
lattice sites.
energy hSj ' Sjþ1 i forchain
or an antiferromagnetic
chain. Both
models
critical with
power law decaying
The thickness of the
linesare
indicates
the magnitude
of these spin-spin
correlations; a noncritical system would have been easier
quantities on each bond.
for DMRG. It is not surprising that the local DFT approximations cannot capture the quasi-long-range spin correlations,
withfunction
the unrestricted
LSDAdeterminant
predicting long-range
correlations since its
wave
is a Slater
antiferromagnetism
(similar
to
Fig.
2). It isofsomewhat
of extended orbitals. The artificial symmetry breaking
surprising that even the total density from LSDA deviates
LSDA can be understood
a frozen
fluctuation
[19],
strongly as
from
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FIG. 2 (color online). Spontaneous dimerization of the density
for a chain of 10 soft hydrogen atoms with interatomic spacing
b ¼ 4 (dashed lines are a guide to the eye). The upper panel
compares the densities predicted by DFT within the LSDA; the
lower panel shows the spin densities for unrestricted LSDA. Also
shown is the expectation value of the kinetic energy hcyj cjþ1 þ
cyjþ1 cj i for a Hubbard model with U=t ¼ 4 and the exchange
energy hSj ' Sjþ1 i for the Heisenberg model on 10 lattice sites.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Exact gaps for chains of N soft hydrogen
atoms with atomic separation b ¼ 4 (error bars are less than
symbol sizes). The upper curve is a quadratic fit of exact gaps of
the largest six systems and extrapolates to a finite value Eg ’
0:33. The exact Kohn-Sham gaps, in contrast, extrapolate to zero
showing that for N ! 1 the true KS system is metallic (lower
curve is a linear fit of exat KS gaps of the largest six systems).
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interacting system, the KS system is the unique noninteracting system with the same density [20].) In the thermodynamic limit, the KS gaps extrapolate to zero, so that
Oviedo' the exact N ! 1 KS system is a metal. This is consistent39'
with the fact that each finite KS system in Fig. 3 has one
electron per unit cell and thus a half-filled band (in contrast
to the unrestricted LSDA which breaks spin symmetry for
this system).
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Large strongly correlated systems provide a challenge to modern electronic structure methods,
because standard density functionals usually fail and traditional quantum chemical approaches
are too demanding. The density-matrix renormalization group method, an extremely powerful
tool for solving such systems, has recently been extended to handle long-range interactions on
real-space grids, but is most efficient in one dimension where it can provide essentially arbitrary
accuracy. Such 1d systems therefore provide a theoretical laboratory for studying strong
correlation and developing density functional approximations to handle strong correlation, if they
mimic three-dimensional reality sufficiently closely. We demonstrate that this is the case, and
provide reference data for exact and standard approximate methods, for future use in this area.

1 Introduction and philosophy
Electronic structure methods such as density functional theory
(DFT) are excellent tools for investigating the properties of
solids and molecules—except when they are not. Standard
density functional approximations in the Kohn–Sham (KS)
framework1 work well in the weakly correlated regime,2–4
but these same approximations can fail miserably when the
electrons become strongly correlated.5 A burning issue in
practical materials science today is the desire to develop
approximate density functionals that work well, even for strong
correlation. This has been emphasized in the work of Cohen
et al.,5,6 where even the simplest molecules, H2 and H2+, exhibit
features essential to strong correlation when stretched.
Many approximate methods, both within and beyond DFT,
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become one of the few ways to provide theoretical benchmarks.
But QMC is largely limited to the ground state and is still
relatively expensive. Much more powerful and efficient is the
density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG),12–14 which has
scored some impressive successes in extended systems,15 but
whose efficiency is greatest in one-dimensional systems.
A possible way forward is therefore to study simpler systems,
defined only in one dimension, as a theoretical laboratory for
understanding strong correlation. In fact, there is a long history
of doing just this, but using lattice Hamiltonians such as the
Hubbard model.16 While such methods do yield insight into
strong correlation, such lattice models differ too strongly from
real-space models to learn much that can be directly applied to
DFT of real systems. However, DMRG has recently been
extended to treat long-range interactions in real space.17 This

Fig. 1 The KS potential for a stretched hydrogen molecule found
from interacting electrons in 1d.

Our results are illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows 1d H2 with
soft-Coulomb interactions, plotted in atomic units. The exact
density was found by DMRG and inverted to find the
corresponding exact KS potential, vS(x). The bond has been
stretched beyond the Coulson–Fischer point, where Hartree–
Oviedo'
41'
Fock and DFT approximations do poorly, as discussed
further in Section 4.5. We comment here that a strong XC
contribution to the KS potential is needed to reproduce the
exact density in the bond region.19 Calculations to obtain the
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Fig. 2 Parametrization of the LDA exchange and exchange–correlation energy densities per electron for polarized z = 1 and unpolarized
z = 0 densities.18

spin-density approximation. For exchange, there is a simple
spin scaling relation that tells us33
X
eunif
ð1 þ szÞ2 fðkF ð1 þ szÞÞ=4;
ð9Þ
X ðn" ; n# Þ ¼ $n
s¼%1
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where z = (nm $ nk)/n is the polarization. This is less trivial
than for simple Coulomb repulsion. At high densities, there is
no increase in exchange energy due to spin polarization, while
there is a huge increase (tending to a factor of 2) at low
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1 microhart
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all atoms and ions besides 1d H . For our systems, just as in
3d, EQC
! EC vanishes as Z - N. All the large DFT
C
components (TS, U, EXC) are typically smaller than their 3d
counterparts and scale much more weakly with Z. However,
our numerical results suggest TC - !EC as Z - N, just as in 3d.
To obtain the KS energies for a given problem, we require
the KS potential, which is found by inverting the KS equation.
For one- or two-electron systems, this yields:
Downloaded
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er correlation,
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mic correlation
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discuss some

wavefunctions in 3d have cusps whenever two electrons of
opposite spin come together, caused by the divergence of the
electron–electron interaction. This cusp-related correlation is
sometimes called dynamic correlation; any other correlation,
involving larger separations of electrons, is called static.35
(Note that the distinction between static and dynamic correlation
is not precise.) Our soft-Coulomb potential has no divergence
and induces no cusps, so dynamical correlation is minimal. There
is little static correlation in tightly bound closed shell systems,
such as our 1d Li+ and Be++, so |EQC
C | { |E|. In contrast, for
H!, where one electron is loosely bound, one expects most of the
correlation to be static even in 3d, and one sees large and similar
EC values in 1d and 3d. In Section 4.5, we discuss some
quantitative measures of strong correlation.
Next we study the exact Kohn–Sham DFT energy components of these two-electron systems. Here we need the DFT

Comparing 1d and 3d

1
d2 pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vS ðxÞ ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2 nðxÞ; ðN ' 2Þ
2 nðxÞ dx

ð14Þ

For illustration, consider the exact KS potential of 1d helium
in Fig. 4. Inverting a density to find the KS potential has also

our numerica
To obtain
the KS pote
For one- or

vS ð

For illustrat
in Fig. 4. In

Table 3 Exact and HF two-electron atoms and ions, in 1- and 3-d
(exact data from ref. 20, Li+ is fit quadratically to surrounding
elements, and HF data from ref. 36 and 37)

nergy compoeed the DFT

System

, in 1- and 3-d
to surrounding

F

EQC
C

H!
He
Li+
Be++

0.692
2.224
3.888
5.609

!0.039
!0.014
!0.008
!0.006

3d
3d
3d
3d

0.488
2.862
7.236
3.61

!0.042
!0.042
!0.043
!0.044

Fig. 4 The exact KS potential for a model helium density found from
interacting electrons in 1d, as well as the LDA density and LDA KS
potential found self-consistently.
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H!
He
Li+
Be++

T

V

Vee

E

EHF

EQC
C

0.115
0.290
0.433
0.556

!1.326
!3.219
!5.084
!6.961

0.481
0.691
0.755
0.790

!0.731
!2.238
!3.896
!5.615

!0.692
!2.224
!3.888
!5.609

!0.039
!0.014
!0.008
!0.006

0.528
2.904
7.280
13.66

!1.367
!6.753
!16.13
!29.50

0.311
0.946
1.573
2.191

!0.528
!2.904
!7.280
!13.66

!0.488
!2.862
!7.236
!13.61

!0.042
!0.042
!0.043
!0.044
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4.4

Equilibrium properties of small molecules

We now briefly discuss small molecules near their equilibrium
separation. In order to find the equilibrium bond length for
our 1d systems, we take the nuclei to be interacting via the
soft-Coulomb interaction, just like the electrons. Given this
interaction, consider the simplest of all molecules: the H2+
cation. HF yields the exact answer, and LSD suffers from selfinteraction (more generally, a delocalization error5). A plot of
the binding energy is found in Fig. 8. Because the nuclear–
nuclear repulsion is softened, the binding energy does not
diverge as the internuclear separation R goes to zero. As seen
in Table 11, LSD overbinds slightly and produces bonds that
are too long between H atoms, which is also the case in 3d.

Classic DFT errors

interaction, the large Z limit of the energy is non-trivial,
making a semiclassical treatment difficult. A plot of the neutral
atom energies as a function of N appears in Fig. 7. On this
scale, both the LDA and HF results lie nearly on top of the
exact curve.
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in Table 11, LSD overbinds slightly and produces bonds that
Table 11 Electronic well depth De, equilibrium bond radius R0, and
are too long between H atoms, which is also the case in 3d.
vibrational frequency o for the H + and H molecules, with percen2

2

tage error in parentheses. Exact 3d H2 results taken from ref. 48; the
remaining 3d values are from ref. 36 using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set49
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System
H2+
3d H2+
H2
3d H2

HF

LSD

Exact

4.00
2.89
3.53
4.80

The curvature of the LSD binding energy is too small near
View Online
equilibrium, which makes for inaccurate vibrational energies,
especially in 3d. This can also be seen in Table 11. Finally, we
note that the energy of stretched H2+ does not tend to that of
H within LSD, due to delocalization error.5
Next we consider H2. A plot of the binding energy is found
in Fig. 9; the large R behavior will be discussed in the
following section. Just as in 3d, HF underbinds while LDA
overbinds; HF bonds are too short, and LDA bonds are too
long. Further, HF yields vibrational frequencies which are too
high, and LDA are a little small, which is the case both in 1d
and 3d. All of these properties can be seen in Table 11.
4.5

(3%)
(4%)
(15%)
(1%)

3.88
2.77
3.07
4.75

Quantifying correlation

It is often said that DFT works well for weakly correlated
systems, but fails when correlation is too strong. Strong static
correlation, which occurs when molecules are pulled apart, is also
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3.88 (0%)
2.77 (0%)
2.36 ($23%)
3.54 ($25%)

Fig. 9 The binding energy curve for our 1d model H2, shown on an
absolute energy scale, with nuclear separation R. Dashed curves
represent unrestricted calculations.
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FIG. 2. Arbitrary density inversion for non-interacting and
interacting potentials.
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vS [n](r) and orbitals j (r),
we can evaluate functionals
such as TS [n] using Eq. (8).
Interacting inversions are rarely done, since they are
far more expensive than non-interacting inversions, and

mately find [n] at the end o
ate F [n] (given soft-Coulomb
j (r) we can obtain TS [n].
Fig. 2 we find F [n] = 3.07, T
so EXC [n] = 1.397. The X
using simple energy di↵eren
potential in the same way.
matters in the next section.
To close this section, we
3 of the inversion algorithm
approximation for the densi
, which determines how a s
will change the density:
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d3 r0 (r, r0 )
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known) Ng ⇥ Ng matrix, a
Ng components, where Ng
in the system. A constant c
v = c1 ) will 46'
give zero chan
and a constant change in the
ble, since N is fixed. Therefo
basis functions for changes i

where is a parameter between 0 and 1, which aids convergence. At = 1, no density mixing is performed, and
the output density of iteration i is used as the input for
iteration i + 1. While this might allow for quick convergence, there is the danger of repeatedly overshooting
the ground-state density and not converging. If this happens, smaller steps must be taken, i.e. small ( = 0
not allowed) must be used. These convergence issues are
discussed more thoroughly in Section IV B, where we investigate how small this density mixing needs to be in
order to converge the calculation.

trial KS potentials. Data from Ref. [29].
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In this section we use the exact functiona
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tem, demonstrating convergence to the true g
density. We also explain why the only stati
of the exact functional is the true ground-sta
In our model one-dimensional system, elect
tracted to the nuclei via the potential [23]
p
ve-nuc (x) = 1/ x2 + 1,

KS with exact XC
EHXC [n] = h [n]|{T̂ + V̂ee }| [n]i
vHXC [n](r) = vS [n](r)

Guess initial potential

TS [n]

v[n](r)

Guess initial potential

ṽS (r)
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Find '
˜j (r) from ṽS (r)
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˜j (r)
j (r) = '

Alter ṽ(r)

yes

v[n](r) = ṽ(r)
[n] = ˜

FIG. 3. To determine the EHXC [n] and vHXC [n](r): Our exact
calculation requires a computationally demanding inversion
algorithm to find the one-body potential v[n](r) of the interacting system whose density is n(r), in addition to a noninteracting inversion to find vS [n](r). In case of degeneracy,
mixed-states should be used instead of pure-state wavefunctions in both non-interacting and interacting inversions [5, 51].
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We implement these functionals for 1D continuum systems
[11,12], obtaining highly accurate many-body solutions
with the density matrix renormalization group [38,39].
These are the first such inversions for systems with more
than two electrons [40,41]. Because, in one dimension,
degeneracy (beyond spin) does not occur, we find pure
states !½n". More generally, one should invert using an
ensemble "½n" and take a trace in Eq. (13) [22,33].
To illustrate convergence of the damped KS algorithm
using the exact functional, we plot the output densities
and KS potentials for a four-electron, four-atom system
in Fig. 2. We choose the interatomic spacing R ¼ 3 to be
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A sufficiently damped iteration of the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations with the exact functional is proven to
always converge to the true ground-state density, regardless of the initial density or the strength of electron
correlation, for finite Coulomb systems. We numerically implement the exact functional for one-dimensional
continuum systems and demonstrate convergence of the damped KS algorithm. More strongly correlated
systems converge more slowly.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.093003

Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT) [1]
is a widely applied electronic structure method. Standard
approximate functionals yield accurate ground-state energies
and electron densities for many systems of interest [2], but
often fail when electrons are strongly correlated. Ground-state
properties can be qualitatively incorrect [3], and convergence
can be very slow [4,5]. To remedy this, several popular
schemes augment Kohn-Sham theory, such as LDA þ U
[6]. Others seek to improve approximate functionals [7]
within the original formulation. But what if the exact functional does not exist for strongly correlated systems? Even
if it does, what if the method fails to converge? Either plight
would render KS-DFT useless for strongly correlated systems, and render fruitless the vast efforts currently underway
to treat, e.g., oxide materials [8], with KS-DFT.
The Kohn-Sham (KS) approach employs a fictitious
system of noninteracting electrons, defined to have the
same density as the interacting system of interest. The
potential characterizing this KS system is unique if it exists
[9]. Because the KS potential is a functional of the density,
in practice one must search for the density and KS potential
together using an iterative, self-consistent scheme [10].
The converged density is in principle the ground-state
density of the original, interacting system, whose groundstate energy is a functional of this density.
Motivated by concerns of convergence and existence,
we have been performing KS calculations with the exact
functional for one-dimensional (1D) continuum systems

-4

PACS numbers: 31.15.E!, 05.10.Cc, 71.15.Mb

does not equal the true charge gap, even when the exact
functional is used [11,18]. Our key result is an analytic proof
that a simple algorithm guarantees convergence of the
KS equations for all systems, weakly or strongly correlated,
independent of the starting point. Thus multiple stationary
points and failures to converge are artifacts of approximate
functionals. Studies of convergence are well known in
applied mathematics, but almost all concern simple approximations, such as LDA [19], Hartree-Fock [20], etc., and not
those in current use in many calculations.
The basic idea lies in a single step of the KS scheme,
which proceeds from an input density to produce an output
density. For a strongly correlated system as in Fig. 1(a),
the output density can differ strongly from the input
density, and be further from the true ground-state density.
Nevertheless, by proving that the initial slope is always

Jan'3,'2014'
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FIG. 4 (color online). Starting an exact KS calculation of
stretched H2 with a spin-polarized density still converges (with
! ¼ 0:5) to the correct spin-singlet density. For the same initial
density, the KS calculation with the local spin-density (LSD)
approximation [47] converges to the broken spin-symmetry
solution shown.

solution of lower energy appears [12], as in Fig. 4, so the
corresponding Ev ½n" is not convex and convergence with
our simple algorithm is not guaranteed. While the reOviedo'
52'
stricted solution is a saddle point, the unrestricted solution
is a local minimum. Thus, only the unrestricted solution
behaves locally like the solution with the exact functional,
providing further rationale [43] for preferring such a solu-
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densities: non-interacting electrons in the external potential
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FIG. 11.
Plotting the convergence-critical
for an LDA
calculation, as a function of the bond length R of a stretched
hydrogen molecule, starting with the exact H density on one
atom, as well as KS gaps for both the LDA and exact systems.
Oviedo' 7/ . While this is by no
starting point in the H2 system:
means a universal asymptote for all systems, we recognize there is a fundamental limit to how quickly we can
converge as ! 0.
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XC

functional of the density [1]. The occupancy of the central
region is
hnC i ¼ 2

Z 1 dE
Im½GðEÞ'< ;
$1 2!

charging resonances are also included [25]. More sophisticated
numerical methods [28] reproduce the qualitative features shown
here.

(10)

temperatures larger than TK or for bias voltages larger
than kB TK =e.
where the ‘‘lesser’’ Green’s function is found using the
From Eqs. (3), (4), (12), and (13) it is evident that the HF
Keldysh relation [18]
errors in transmission in Fig. 1 stem from errors in the
occupancies of Fig. 2. When U & !, HF yields accurate
(11)
½GðEÞ'< ¼ 2ifðEÞ!jGðEÞj2 ;
occupancies and transmissions. But for U + !, the
HF occupancies lack the distinct steps present in the BA
where at zero temperature, fðEÞ ( "ð" $ EÞ and " is the
solution, causing corresponding discrepancies in the transHeaviside function. Inserting the KS Green’s function and
port. Qualitatively similar errors would be found with any
solving Eq. (10) for "s gives
local or semilocal approximation for the XC potential,
!
"
!
because such approximations are smooth functions of the
s
" ¼ " þ ! cot hnC i ;
(12)
week ending
2
interaction strength
[6]. But the exact KS potential of
an
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isolated system, infinitely weakly coupled to a reservoir,
which defines the KS potential within the Anderson model.
displays
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jumps
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In the broadband limit, "s only involves occupancy on the
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!=U
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The
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potential
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T s ðEÞ ¼
:
(13)
U=2. For large
but14 June
finite
KS
(Received
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February
2012)potential is not
ðE $ "s Þ2 þ !2
Transport through an Anderson
(two macroscopic
electrodes)!=U)
coupled to an Anderson
impurity)
discontinuous
but junction
has steps
(of width
correspondis dominated by a Kondo peak in the spectral function at zero temperature. We show that the singleing Kohn-Sham
to the plateaus
in the occupancy,
discontinupotential of density-functional
theory reproducesbecoming
the linear transport,
despite the lack
Plugging Eq. (12) into Eq. (13), we find that T s ðEÞ is particle
a Kondo
peak
spectral When
function. Using
Betheis
ansatz
techniques, we calculate
thisthere
potential for
ous
in
thein itslimit.
U=!
sufficiently
small
is allno
identical to TðEÞ, as was shown in Fig. 1. Although this ofcoupling
strengths, including the crossover from mean-field behavior to charge quantization caused by the
A simplepotential
and accurate interpolation
formula
is alsoapproximation
given.
step discontinuity.
in the KS
and the
HF
is
identity can be derived using, e.g., local Fermi liquid derivative
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accurate.
theory [4], nonetheless its significance is profound: If DOI:
We now show how the step develops as !=U ! 0. In
(and only if) a mean-field theory yields the correct occuThe inability
describe
in transmission is a
It is a universally
truth that many-body
Fig. acknowledged
4(a), "s develops
a step of height
Utoat
hnC isharp
¼ steps
1 whose
pation will it yield the correct transmission.
well-understood failure of standard density-functional apeffects in strongly correlated systems are not reproduced
decreases
asdensity!=U proximations.
! 0. Figure
showsto the leads,
In the limit 4(b)
of weak coupling
by mean-field width
theory. Although
Kohn-Sham (KS)
In an Anderson junction, the Friedel sum-rule connects
the system is a prototype example where the effects of the
functional theory (DFT)
is formally exact, it is a noninters
@"
=@hn
i
in
the
vicinity
of
hn
i
¼
1.
The
horizontal
and
C
C
the transmission at the Fermi energy to the occupancy
at
infamous derivative discontinuity is seen [10]. For such a
acting theory yielding only the ground-state energy and
system, the exchange-correlation
energy of the moledensity of a system.
No other
information
about the correvertical
axes
are rescaled
to illustrate
the scaling (XC)
behavior
zero temperature. As shown in Fig. 3, the full transmission
cule is strictly linear between integer values, and so the XC
lated many-body wave function is available. Dynamical
ofasthe
stepandasresponse
!=Ufunctions,
! 0. From
the BA
solution,
as U
!discontinuously
1
potential,
its functional
derivative,
jumps
properties, such
excitations
are
spectrum of an Anderson junction exhibits three peaks:
at such values [10]. This effect has been implicated in
also not predicted by ground-state DFT, even with the
[24]:
Two Coulomb-blockade peaks of width )2! centered
many well-known failures of DFT approximations such
exact functional [1]. The hope is that, for weakly correlated
as strongly correlated systems [11], charge-transfer excisystems in which ground-state DFT approximations perabout E * 0 and E * U and a third zero-bias Kondo
of the current in organic
form well for total energies, geometries,
# etc., the errors in tations# [12],
2 and overestimation$$
![13].
Uð1 $ hnC iÞ
junctions
Nothing in the theorems2of
peak of width )kB TK pinned at E ¼ ". In contrast,such
thecalculations are small. U
$1
1$
; (14)
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junction using
DFT guarantees "
that
KS hn
calculation
XCa ground-state
C i $ can tan In this Letter, we (a) solve the Anderson
KS-DFT transmission spectrum is a single Lorentzian
of transport correctly
2
! BA and invert the8!
KS equations to derive the KS potential,
describe
[2].
(b) show that the transport calculated within KS-DFT
Consider transport through an Anderson junction [3,4],
width 2! peaked at E ¼ ". As indicated in the figure,composed
the of two macroscopic leads coupled to an reproduces the BA results, but only for zero temperature
an integrableyields
system, a the
KS value is a huge overestimate anywhere more Anderson
than impurity.
whoseAsderivative
Lorentzian.
1 In Fig. 4(b), we show
Anderson model is a paradigm of many-body physics. It
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0.5as U exact
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also
that
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Lorentzian
shape
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approximately
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KS potential does not accurately predict transportmolecular
at
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through such an interacting nanostructure cannot be de-
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T(E)E=µ

scribed exactly by the Landauer formula [6,7]. However,
for the specific case of the Anderson model, where interactions are included only on the impurity and not in the
leads, the zero-temperature linear-response conductance in
the absence of magnetic field can be computed in the
Landauer approach [4,8,9]. In Fig. 1, we show the zerotemperature transmission through an Anderson junction as
a function of the energy " of the resonant level using Bethe
ansatz (BA), Kohn-Sham (KS) DFT, and Hartree-Fock
(HF). In the figure, ! is the chemical potential (Fermi
energy) of the metal electrodes. Remarkably, the
KS-DFT treatment of this problem precisely reproduces
the BA transmission, apparently describing the nonperturbative Kondo effect whose spectral peak is the source of
the perfect transmission when " < ! < " þ U.

T(E)E=µ

T(E)E=µ

• Are'DFT'calculaeons'
generally'accurate'for'
current?'
• For'weak'bias'and'zero'
temperature,'surprising'
answer'is'yes,'but'only'
with'accurate'XC'
• Present'XC'approxs'miss'
important'steps'in'
poteneal'
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FIG. 1 (color online). Zero-temperature transmission of an
Anderson junction as a function of " using Bethe ansatz (BA),
Kohn-Sham DFT (KS), and (spin-restricted) Hartree-Fock (HF).
As U increases, HF misses the sharp structure, but the KS
transport is always the same as that from BA.

Summary: semiclassics
• DFT'is'extremely'popular'because'if'it'so'
powerful.'
• Too'much'ambiguity'in'choice'of'
approximaeon'
• Semiclassical'analysis'holds'hope'of'
systemaec'approach'with'powerful'new'
approximaeons.'
• DFT'works'because'LDA'is'semiclassical'
• Thanks'to'NSF.'
Jan'7,'2013'

Benasque'IV'
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Summary: strong correlation
• Have'a'new'tool'for'studying'KS'DFT'in'1d,'
especially'good'for'strong'correlaeon.'
• Relies'on'eﬃciency'of'DMRG'in'1d.'
• Have'shown'KS'equaeons'can'always'be'made'
to'converge'
• Convergence'slows'with'strength'of'
correlaeon'
• Thanks'to'US'DOE'for'funding.'
Jan'3,'2014'
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